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ABSTRACT 

A generalized formalism of QCD multipole expansion including constituent 

quark field quantization is proposed. It can be applied to study soft-gluon emission 

- 
processes of heavy quark-antiquark systems with quark flavor changing or quark 

pair annihilation. As an application, the radiative decays J/t+h + 7 + 77 and J/t) --t 

7+7r” are studied in this framework. It is shown that J/$ + 7+~ is dominated by 

a vector-meson-dominance mechanism in which the vector mesons are n3Sr states 

of CE and the calculated rate is in agreement with the experiment. The decay 
- 

.- . J/ll, + 7 + 7r” is dominated by a different vector-meson-dominance mechanism in 

which the vector meson is p”. 



.- 
- 

1. Introduction 

z Multipole expansion in quantum chromodynamics (&CD) has been studied 

-. by many authors.1’2 A gauge invariant formalism in terms of constituent quark 

field is given by Yan2 This has proved to be a powerful tool for studying soft- 

gluon emissions in hadronic transitions in the heavy quark (Q) and anti-quark (&) 

3’4 systems. Let a be the size of the heavy Qg system and k the typical momentum - 
- of the emitted gluons. The expansion parameter in QCD multipole expansion is ka, 

so that the expansion is good when ka is small, even the QCD coupling constant g9 

is large. It is shown in nuclear physics that this expansion works even when ka N 1. 

In hadronic transitions, the quarks in the initial and final quarkonium states are 
.- . the same. Therefore the transition rates can be calculated in the standard way of 

quantum mechanics without quantizing the quark field.2’3 If we want to generalize 

the idea of QCD multipole expansion to study soft-gluon emissions in processes 

with quark-flavor changing or quark pair annihilation, quantization of the quark 

field will be necessary. In this paper, we will generalize Yan’s formalism2 to include 

electro-weak interactions and quark field quantization, and will derive a general 

formula for the S-matrix element in the multipole expansion approach which can 

be applied to various decay processes. These will be given in Section 2 of this 

paper. 

As an application of our general formula, we calculate the rates I’(J/+ + 777) 

and I’(J/$ + 77r’) is Section 3. We shall see that the dominant mechanisms 

in the two decays are different. The decay J/+ + 7 + 77 is dominated by a 

vector-meson-dominance mechanism in which the vector mesons are n3S1 states 

of CF and the calculated I’(J/t+h + 777) is in agreement with the experiment. On 

the contrary, the decay J/I+!I + 7 + r” is dominated by a different vector-meson- 
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dominance mechanism with the p-meson as the vector meson as was first calculated 

by Fritzsch and Jackson.5 

-. A brief concluding remark will be given in Section 4. 

- 

2. Generalized Formalism of QCD Multipole 

Expansion with Quantized Quark Field 

Let us consider a system consisting of a heavy quark Q and its antiquark 8. 

(Generalization to a system with different quarks is trivial.) The fundamental 

Lagrangian of QCD is 

. 
&Jo==-: F;” Fop” + 2c, r”(qL - 9s 

Aa 

2 
A;) - m 1 $ -I &f. i- LFP , (1) 

where 1c, is the field of Q, Af (a = 1,. . . ,8) is the gluon field, X, is the SU(3) Gell- 

Mann matrix, &f. and LFP are the gauge fixing term and the gauge compensation 

term, respectively. Starting from (l), Y an obtained the gauge invariant effective 

Lagrangian for the heavy quark system suitable for studying soft-gluon emissions L 

LQ = 7”(iap - gs + A;‘) - m 
3 

Q 

- f JdjXd”Y$ T(Z, t)yOi x,fqz, t) 

x [LJvl(I~- !?I) + (1 - &cJ)V2(~~-~)] T(Q)7$x,e(ct) 

(2) 

in which $ X0 z 1, VI and V2 are static potentials related to the interactions 

between Q and Q in color singlet and color octet states, 9(Z, t) and A;‘(S,t) are 
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related to the original +(x) and A”,(x) by 
..- 

lc 
Q(Z, t) = u-y?, t)+(x) 

-. 

f X,A;‘(Z,t) = U-l(Z, t); X,A;(x)U(Z,t) - ; U-‘(2, t)c3,u(Z, t) 

with U(i?,t) defined by 

- 
2' 

U(cif, t) = P exp ig, 
J 

dS’ . s 
-+a 
A (C t> 9 

0 

where P is the path ordering operation and the line integral is along the straight 

line segment connecting the two ends. In (3~) Z = 0 is identified with the center- 

- 

. 
of-mass (c.o.m.) of the Qg system. We see from (2) that it is the field !P, not 

$, that represents Q and 0 interacting via the static potential. Therefore q is 

regarded as the constituent quark field in the potential model of heavy quarkonia. 

Expanding Ag’(Z, t) in p owers of 2, we get multipole expansion.2 

Now we generalize (2) to include electro-weak interactions and !P field quanti- 

zation. We add the electromagnetic interaction 

and weak interactions 

t3 - sin2BwQ Z,$ . 
(5) 

to (1). Here e is the electromagnetic coupling constant, Q is the electric charge 

operator of the quark (Q = 2/3 f or c-quark, Q = -l/3 for &quark), A, is the 
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photon field, g is the SU(2) coupling constant, 8~ is the Weinberg angle, W:, 2, 
..- 

t are the intermediate vector boson fields and tk, t3 are SU(2) generators. The total 

Lagrangian is then -. 

L = LQCD + &a. + &V . (6) 

Let 51 and Z2 be the space coordinates of Q and 8, respectively. The coordinate 
- of the c.o.m. is 

Translational invariant of the system with respect to ?? leads to the conservation 

- of momentum. We will not take 2 = 0 in the following discussions. .- 

In most soft-gluon emission processes, the emitted gluon energy is much smaller 

than the quarkonium masses. We shall neglect the small recoil of the quarkonium 

due to the emission and regard 3 as a constant. The transformation (3~) is now 

written as 

- U(5, t) = Pexpig, 
J 

d?’ - $ 
-ba 
A (i?,t) (7) 

7 

and \lr(Z, t) and A;‘(?, t) are given in (3a) and (3b). Since the electro-weak sector 

is independent of the QCD sector, the $‘s in (4) and (5) can be transformed directly 

into q’s by (3a), and thus the total effective Lagrangian is 

LQ = L& + L&D + k..,. + Lw , (84 

where 

L(O) = 
QCD Jd3xJ(;,t)(iB-m)a(;,t)- k Jd3x~d3x2~T(i,,2)7”~P(;l,t) 

a=0 
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X [6a,Vl(lZl -521) + (1-6ao)VZ(l~l -hi)]~(~2rt)70~~(~2,t) W) 

c 

L(l) = -gs QCD J 
d3xT(Z, t)yp s A”,‘@  t)Q(i& t) (84 -. 

L e.m. = --e 
J 

d3xT(Z, t)+‘Qd,(x)!D(Z, t) (84 

L w=-- 
J [ 

d3x -5 5( 5, t)-f 
Jz 

9 (t+W,+(x) + t-w;(x)pqS, t) 

+ &WY t)rP 
( 

9 t3 - sin2 0, Q) z,(~)*(z, t)] . w 

Expanding A”,‘(Z, t) in powers of (Z - 2) via the procedure given in Ref. 2, we 

get the multipole expansion 

A;‘(Z,t) = A;(?,t) -(if- si). xa(?,t) -I- ..a 

xa’(z, t) = -f (Z - 2) x xa(T, t) + - * * ) 
(9) 

+a 
where E and ?!?a are the color electric and magnetic fields. In (8) we have 

separated LQCD into two parts. The part Lg&D gives the bound state properties 

of the Qg system, while L(l) QcD gives multipole gluon emissions. 

In non-relativistic approximation, the Hamiltonian of the system can be writ- 

ten as 

where 

f$AD = 
J 

d3x1d3x29+(Z,, t)XP(&, t)@q+(&, t)q(&, t) 

H$AD = -L(l) QCD , He.m. = -Le.,. 7 HW = -LW 

(lob) 
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and 

j.&- l 8 Xa Xa 
~(a,2+a,2)t~(l~~-~2l)+C- - Vi(lZl-&l)+2m 

a=1 2 2 
(10~) 

is just the quantum mechanical Hamiltonian of the Qg system. 

- 
The canonical momentum 7r(Z, t) conjugate to 9(5, t) is now 

n(Z, t) = 6L 6&-J&, 
hf(Z,t) = &if(q) 

= i!P+(z, t) . (11) 

Therefore the canonical quantization of the K& field is given by 

{ 8(2, t) , *+(a’, t)} = b3(Z - if’) others anticommute . (12) 

With this equal-time commutation relation, we can evaluate the S-matrix elements 

for soft-gluon emission processes. 

The guage invariant expression for the Qg bound state has been introduced 

in Ref. 2 with 2 taken to be zero. Here we give a more general expression. A 

gauge invariant color singlet Qg b ound state with momentum 2 (momentum of 

the c.o.m.), a set of spatial quantum number X and spin quantum number 0, can 

be expressed as 

where CY (Q = 1,2,3) is th e color index of the quark, fx(&- 52) is the spatial wave 

function of the bound state and ra is the matrix determining the addition of spins 
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of Q and 8. This state is normalized as 

- 

- With the same normalization, a color octet Qg bound state with color index 

a(a = 1,2,. . . ) 8) can be expressed as 

- 

In the following calculations, we shall take $$& as the zeroth order Hamil- 

tonian and regard H&r&, + +H,.,. + Hw as a perturbation. This is different from 

the conventional perturbation in quantum field theory since $$& is not the free 

- quark Hamiltonian. We shall use the following shortened notations: 

and 

(16) 
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where 

&a - ga J d3x fB+(S, t) $ \k(Z’, t) 

-- 
& E ga 

J 
d3a: (5 - T) Q!+(s, t) + q5, t) w 

1 
i?taS-ga 

2 J 
d3s (SC- 3) x Q+(;,t)j$ Q(5,t) 

- are the color charge, color electric dipole moment, and color magnetic dipole mo- 

ment of the QG system, respectively. Here we have separated H&& into HI + Hz. 

In soft-gluon emission processes, HI is not small, so that we should treat HI to all 

orders. 

The time evolution of the gauge fields can be written as 

F(Z, t) = P°F(S, 0) (18) 

-+a +a 
where F(Z,t) represents A:(Z,t), E (Z,t), B (Z,t), d,(Z,t), etc. In the present 

picture of perturbation theory, the time evolution of operators composed of heavy 

quark fields is determined by Ho. Therefore the time evolution of Qa, ia, ZII, etc. 

can be further expressed as 

G&t) = etaoG(S,O) = eiHotG(S, 0) ciHot , (19) 

where G(Z,t) represents Qa(Z,t), &(Z,i), E?,(Z,t), etc. From (18) and (19) we 

have 

Hint(t) = e it(Ho-iao)Hint(o) ,-iHot , 

in which 80 operates only on the gauge fields. 
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Let 1;) and If) be th e initial and final states. To n-th order, the S-matrix 

t 
-- 

( j 1 S(") 

element is 

00 

I)( IJ i f dt 
-CO 

1 ] dt2... T1 dtnHint(tl)Hi,t(tz) . . . Hht(t”) 
-CO -00 

Let 

- 

- 

. (21) 

t1 = 71 

t2 = 71 - 72 

t3 = 71 - 72 - 73 

. . . 

t, = q--72...--7, . 

Equation (21) can be written as 

x ~~~~(0) e-in(Ho-iao) . . . ~~~~(0) ,-i(n...-rn)Ho 

x Hint(O) e irz(&-Ho+iao) . . . eiTn(&-Ho+iao)Hint i 
4 ) 

= -i2r~(~f + of - Ei) f 1 fin,(O) E, _ i. + id I 0 

(22) 

X Hint(O) * * * 
1 

Ei - HO + i& 

(23) 
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where Ei and Ef are energies of the QZJ systems in the initial and final states, 
-. 

c respectively, and wf is the energy emitted gauge fields in the final states. In (23), 

-. it is understood that the resolvent (Ei - Ho + i&)-’ is the shortened notation of 

(Ei + HO + i& + ic)-’ with c + +O. 

Taking into account H1 contributions to all orders and (H2 + He.m. + Hm) to 

- n-th order, the formula for the S-matrix element is 

(f 1 S 1 i) = -i2rS( Ef + Wf - Ei) C C * * * C 
e1=0 &!=o en+,=0 

- 

4 
X 

H1 Ei - jo + i& > cH2 -k He.m. + Hw) E, _ j. + iao Hl)” 
1 

’ Ei - io + iao (H2 + He.,. + Hw) 

***(H2+He.m.tHw) E,-i tid HI 1 0 0 

- = -i‘JrS(Ef + wf - Ei) f I E, “, Tii Za,H (HZ + He.m. + HW) 
1 0 0 1 

1 
’ Ei - Ho + i&, - Hl *** (Hz + He.,. t Hw) E, “,Ti’,i”Hl 

. 
I 

(24) 
When Ii) and If) are color singlet states of Qg, we have Qa Ii) = Qa If) = 0, or 

H1 Ii) = HI If) = 0. In this case, 

(f 1 S 1 i) = -i2n6( Ef + Wf - Ei) f 1 (H2 •t He.m. t Hw) E, _ H 
1 0 

J i. 
0 

_ H 
1 

1 . . . 
Ei - Ho -I- i& - HI (H~tHe.m.tHw)Ii . 

> 

(25) 
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This is our general formula for the S-matrix element. It can be evaluated by using 

Ic the equal-time commutation relation (12). 

As an example, let us consider the El-El hadronic transition process 

@i + @f + 91 + $2 7 

- where Qi and @f are the initial and final quarkonium states, respectively, and gr 

and g2 are the emitted gluons. @i and @f are of the form of (13). The S-matrix 

element in the process is 

(Qf9192 I S I @i) = -i2rc5( Ef + ~1 + ~2 - Ei) gi .- . 
x k * xa 

1 -4 
Q’fg1g2 

Ei - Ho •t i& - HI 
&*E @i . 

1) 

(26) 

With some algebra, (26) can be expressed as 

(@fglg2 1 S 1 ai) = -i%rb(Ef t w1 t ~2 - Ei) 

where NC is the number of colors, and 

Equation (27) h as the same form as the quantum mechanical formula given in 

Ref. 2, but now &, Ho are all quantum field theoretical operators. The resolvent 

(Ei - Ho + iDo)-’ can be evaluated by inserting complete sets of intermediate 

states EN IN) (NI into th e matrix element. The intermediate state IN) contains 
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- 
a QQ pair in color octet and a soft-qluon. Ho - iDo is the Hamiltonian of this 

.- 
a. system. Such a three-body bound state is difficult to study from the first principle 

c- of QCD. What people used to do is to take a proper model to imitate this state. 

For example, we can take vibrational state of the quark-confining-string model6 or 

the hybrid state in the bag model approach’ as the state IN).3’8 Then Ho - iDo is 

taken to be the energy eigenvalue Eb of that state IN), and the S-matrix element 
- 

is then easy to evaluate by using (12). Lengthy but elementary calculations give 

(Qfglg2 I S I Qi) = -i(2?r)4b4(kf t Wl t W2 - ki) 6 C 
’ N 

(29) 

where f;(s), ff(s), and f;(Z) are the spatial wave functions of the state Ii), If) 

and IN), respectively. Equation (29) is just the quantum mechanical formula given 

in Ref. 3. 

3. Calculations of I’(J/$ ---) 77) and l?(J/$ + yr”) 

There have been some phenomenological studies of I’( J/lc, + 77) and I’(J/+ + 

7~‘) in the literature. 579 w e will give here a more theoretical calculation in the 

framework of Section 2. Of course, in our calculation, we still have to take a po- 

tential model for the bound states of c~, and as we have mentioned in Section 

2, we have to take a certain model for the complicated intermediate states. The 

dependence of the calculation on the model for the intermediate state can be com- 

pensated by taking effective electric and magnetic multipole expansion coupling 

constants gE, gM determined by taking certain measured hadronic transition rates 

as inputs.3 
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The reason why I’(J/$ + 77) and I’(J/$ + yw’) can be calculated in the _- 
* 

.r- 

framework of our generalized QCD multipole expansion can be seen as follows. 

From the point of view of &CD, the decay process contains two steps. The first 

step is the emission (including Qg annihilation) of a photon and at least two gluons 

to form a color singlet state. The second step is the conversion of the gluons into 

77 or w”. Examples of the diagrams are shown in Fig. 1. In the two-body decay 

- processes Jflc, + 7 t 77 and J/lc, -+ y t 7r”, the momenta of 77 and x0 are fixed 

Qlj = 
M$-rni 

- 1.50 GeV , qr = 
M$-rnz 

2M$ - 
2M = 1.55 GeV . 

* 
- 

.- . If 77 or x0 is produced from the hadronization of two gluons, the typical momentum 

of the emitted gluon will be 

k1 l N z qs N 2 qn N 750 MeV . (30) 

For such a low momentum scale, perturbative QCD does not work well, while QCD 

multipole expansion can be a better approach.3 Since 7 and 7r” are pseudoscalars, 

the leading multiple gluon emission in Fig. l(a) is El-M2 since there should be no 

flip of spin. The leading multiple emission calculation may work fairly well for the 

following reason. Take the first gluon emission as an example. it may be emitted 

via electric dipole emission. We know that J/T) is a color singlet state so that the 

color charge distribution in J/t) is antisymmetric with respect to the interchange 

of c and Z. Since the electric quadrapole moment tensor is symmetric in 51 and 

$, there cannot be electric quadrapole emission and the next electric multipole 

emission is the octapole emission. To make an order of magnitude estimate of 

the electric octapole emission correction, we take the formula for electric multipole 

15 
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emissions in classical electrodynamics. The related coefficient is 10 

AE(~) = 
41r k’+2 l/2 

i(2.t •t l)!! &em , (314 

where 

Q -J 
Lm - d3a: re~X4 4bF) 7 Gw 

- 

and p(Z) is the electric charge density. As an order of magnitude estimate, we take 

Qem 0: ue, where a = (r 2 1’2 is the size of J/+. Then ) 

AE(octapole) 
.- A,y (dipole) 

N g (ku)2 = 0.02(ku)2 . 
. 

(32) 

- 

For k given in (30), ku - 1.6. Thus the ratio (32) is about 5%. 

- In the following calculation, we take the Cornell Coulomb plus linear potential 

model” for the CZ bound states,. and take the string vibrational states6 as the 

model for the intermediate states. The effective electric dipole emission coupling 

constant cry = gg/4x can be determined by taking the data of I’(+’ + J/t,hn) as 

input and it is3 

CrE = 0.54 . (33) 

There is not yet an ideal datum for determining the effective magnetic dipole 

emission coupling constant cry = g&/4x. A reasonable range for CYM discussed in 

Ref. 3 is 

~~Iwd(2-3)cr~. (34) 
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3.1. CALCULATION OF I'( J/ll, + 7~). 

-. 
From our general formula (25), the S-matrix element for J/t+4 + y + 17 is 

(-iv 1 s 1 J/ti) = 474~~ t Ev - M4) 

1 1 
M$ - Ho t it& - HI H2 M+ - HO + i& - HI 

- 

A- ” 1 H2 M+ - Ho !t ia0 - Hl H2 Mti - Ho : ia0 _ Hl He’m’ 

’ ” 1 H2 M+ _ Ho : ia0 - Hl He’m’ 
1 

M+ - Ho + iao - HI .- 
(35) .- . 

The three terms in (35) correspond to the three kinds of diagrams in Fig. 1. Since 

bound state contributions to the intermediate states are to be taken into account 

in-the evaluation of (35) in our approach, the physics is different for different kinds 

- 

of diagrams. In the nonrelativistic approach, Fig. l(a) describes a process that a 

virtual hadronic transition J/ll, + $(n3Sl) $ n first takes place and then the c and 

E in +(n3Sr) annihilate into a photon. According to the discussions in Section 2, 

this amplitude is proportional to g,qgMfn,,(@, where fnO(6) is the wave function 

at the origin of the $(n3Sr) state. The other two diagrams, Fig. l(b) and l(c) are 

different. They describe processes in which J/+ first emits a photon and a gluon 

and transits into a virtual vector-meson state with c and c in color octet, and then 

the color octet c and z annihilate into a gluon. In the nonrelativistic approach, 

the color octet c and z annihilate at 51 = 22 = 2. Thus the U(Z, t) defined in 

(7) is now unity and hence 9 = 1c, and At’ = Af. Therefore QQ annihilation 

in our formalism is exactly the same as that in perturbative &CD. The coupling 

constant ga at the annihilation vertex should then be taken to be the conventional 
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t 

QCD coupling constant at the scale M+ instead of being gE or gM. According 

to this, the amplitudes of Fig. l(b) and (c) are proportional to gEgaf&(G) or 

- 

gMga.fLo(@, where j;,,(G) is th e wave function at the origin of the vector-meson 

state in which c and ‘E are in color octet (e.g. the string vibrational state). We know 

that ga < SE(SM) and I&,(@1 < Ih&l. Th ere ore the contributions of Fig. l(b) f 

and (c) are smaller than that of Fig. l(a). Furthermore, QCD corrections to the 

l2 annihilation vertices are significant. So that the effective fnO(@ and f;,(8) in the 

tree graph formula are not simply the ones calculated from the potential model. 

Instead, they should be determined by taking the data of related decay widths 

(say l?(J/$ + e+e-) and I’(J/+ + ggg)) as inputs. The ratio IfrlO(t$l/lfnO(G)l 

determined in this way is even smaller than that calculated from the potential 

model. Therefore the decay J/lc, + 7 + 77 is dominated by the process described 

by Fig. l( ) h’ h h a w ic s ows a $(n3Sr) vector-meson-dominance mechanism for the 

interaction between the photon and the hadrons. As an approximation, we neglect 

the contributions of Fig. l(b) and (c) in the following calculation. 

When we take the string vibrational states (or hybrid states in bag model) as 

the model for the intermediate states, the hadronic transition amplitude factorizes 

into two factors-the first factor describing the soft-gluon emissions and the second 

factor describing the hadronization gg t 77: and so does the first term in (35). 

The evaluation of the first factor is straightforward, while the second factor needs 

more consideration. This is an El-M2 gluon emission process. the hadronization 

matrix element is of the form 

where Dj E 8j - g 3 + AT is the covariant derivative. The operator in (36) can be 

18 
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written as 
.- 

T 

Voloshin and Zakharov4 argued that the second term in (37) is smaller than the 

- first term and they suggested the approximation 

(7 1 gEgME;DjBi IO) 2 iqqj (7 l SESMEy% IO) - (38) 

- 
The matrix element (7 I gEgME;BF I 0) is then related to the Gross-Treiman- 

. 
Wilczek formulaI 

-- i.e. 

(40) 

s 

1 !YlEQM =-- 
12 cXa ( 

77 1 CI~ Fiu PpY I 0) bje 

= y $ firm2,6je . 
a 

Note that the QCD couplings constant ga in (40) is the one at the scale mq, so 

that it is large. 

With all these, we can evaluate the first term in (35) and calculate the rate 

qJl+ + Yd* Our calculation is in the Coulomb gauge. The calculation is 
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straightforward but lengthy. The result is 

(41) 

in which the amplitude hz:fe is defined by 

hP;PL E IliLi?lL 

.- where n;, n, K are principle quantum numbers; ei, e, L are orbital angular momen- 

turn quantum numbers; and &Pi, R,e, RkL are the radial wave functions of the 

initial, final and intermediate quarkonium states in the hadronic transition pro- 

cess, respectively, fne(G) is th e wave function at the origin of the final quarkonium 

state in the hadronic transition process. As has been mentioned, fn0(6) should be 

determined by the datum of the related leptonic width I?($+3Sl) + e+e-). For 

n = 1,2, the determined fio(o‘) and fzo(c) are smaller than the ones calculated 

form the Cornell potential model by almost the same factor 0.33. For n > 3, the 

states are above the charm threshold and there are significant state mixings, so 

that the data I’($(n3Sr) -+ e+e-) for n > 3 are not useful. We expect that the 

QCD corrections will not vary seriously with n as is inspired by the case of n = 1,2. 

Therefore we use the same factor 0.33 for all n. In our calculation, we keep five 

terms in the summation En hi::,. The values of hiit (n = 1,. . . ,5) are listed in 

Table 1. 

Actually, the values of era at the scale m, is not precisely known. The currently 

accepted value of cr, is close to our a~ given in (33). So we take (Ye N cry in (41) 
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-- 
t 

-. 

Table 1 

The calculated hiAio 

hiAio (GeVs5i2) 

0.61 

-0.42 

-0.02 

-7 x 10-3 

-6 x 1O-3 

and this gives 

r(J/$ + yjg= 0.020 (2) keV = { I:if:yeVV: 1: 1 ifE. (43~) 

and the corresponding branching ratio is 

2.9 x l&--4 , CrM = CrE 
{. 

* 6 x 1o-4 
, a m= 3CYE . 

This is to be compared with the experimental value 14 

BR(J/$ -+ 77) = (8.6 f 0.8) x 1O-4 . (44) 

WV 

There are some uncertainties in (41); namely, (OM/oE) is not well determined, 

(cr~/cr,) is not precisely known, and we do not know how good the approximation 

(38) is. To eliminate these uncertainties, let us consider another El-M2 transition 
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process $’ + J/T) + q. It has been calculated in Ref. 3 with the same uncertainties 

c and the result is 

-. 

r(+’ + (J/+h) = & (2) (:)‘(k)” 

x Id(+’ + (J/$h)13 (+:1,1::,)2 7 

- where 

ffyY,LL = c ( Rne I ” I RXL) (RkL I rpi I &i&) 
, , 

K 
M$I - EkL 

- Now we take the ratio 

www)2KM~ - 4yM;l I GdJN + Y9)12 I c, h;Eo12 = 
P/243) I ix+ + (J/e?>13 I f;;;o12 * 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

- The uncertainties in the two processes cancel each other in R,, and R, just test 

the soft-gluon emission dynamics in our approach. Our theoretical result is 

It is in agreement with the corresponding experimental value14 

R9I expt = 0.009 f 0.005 . (49) 
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3.2. ON THE RATE I’(J/$ -+ -pro) 

-. The decay J/$ + y + w” is isospin violating. There are two possible mech- 

anisms that can contribute to this decay process. One possibility is the $(n3S1) 

vector-meson-dominance mechanism shown in Fig. l(a) and the other is J/lc, --t 

p”* + ?r” + y + w” which is a vector-meson-dominance mechanism with p” be- 

- ing the vector meson. Since the branching ratio of the isospin conserving de- 

cay Jllc, + p” + To is 14 large, the second possibility may play an important . 
role in J/$ + 7 + 7r”. (Note that BR(J/$ + p” + 7) is about two orders 

of magnitude smaller than BR(J/+ --t p” + T”)!” therefore the contribution of 

-. 

. . 
J/$ + PO* + ‘I -+ 7 t 77 in J/$ + y + 7 is negligible.) Fritszch and Jackson5 

have calculated the contribution of the second mechanism in J/t+b + y + 7r” and 

the result is BR(J/$ + -pro) N 2 x 10m5 which is close to the experimental 

value (4 f 1) X 10 -5. What about. the first mechanism? To complete the study of 

Jh --f Y + TO, we must answer this 15 question. 

The calculation of l?(J/+ + 7~‘) from Fig. l(c) is completely similar to the 

calculation in the preceding subsection. The only difference is that the hadroniza- 

tion matrix element is now 13 

gegm 4T2 md -mu =-- 
s,2 3Jz w-t-m, 

f rmzbje . 
(50) 

Thus the rate contributed by Fig. l(a) is 
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The value of (md - mU)/(md + m,) is about 0.3.16 When taking cr, zli cry, we 

obtain 

x 10B5 keV = 
2.3 x low5 keV , a, = cr,y 

6.9 x 10q5 lcev , CrM = 3a~ . 
(524 

and the corresponding branching ratio is 

3 x 10-7, CYM = CI’E 
1 x 1o-6 

, &‘M = 3OE . 
VW 

Therefore the contribution of the. mechanism of Fig. l(a) is about an order of 

magnitude smaller than that of the second mechanism. Thus we conclude that the 

decay J/lc, + y + 7r” is dominated by the mechanism J/$ + p”* + ?r” + y + K’. 

4. Conclusions 

We have given, in this paper, a generalized formalism of QCD multipole ex- 

pansion in which electro-weak interactions and constituent quark field quantization 

are included. A general formula for the S-matrix element (cf. (24) and (25)) is 

derived in this framework and it can be applied to the study of soft-gluon emis- 

sions in processes with quark flavor changing or quark pair annihilation. This is 

the first attempt to apply QCD multipole expansion to the study of heavy quark 
- 

decay processes other than hadronic transitions. In our new formalism, the QQ 
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annihilation calculation is exactly the same as that in perturbative &CD, while 

for soft-gluon emissions the new approach is essentially different from the pertur- 

bation calculation. The general formula is then applied to the calculation of the 

radiative decay rates I’(J/$ + 771) and I’(J/$ + 77r’). We do not expect that 

our approach can be used to study radiative decays of Y since the emitted gluons 

in those processes are not soft and multiple expansion may not work well. Also 

- vector-meson-dominance via T(n3Sr) is more questionable since the &quark is 

heavy. 

In our new approach, we have seen that J/T/I + 777 is dominated by the vector- 

- meson-dominance mechanism shown in Fig. l(a) in which the vector mesons are 

+(n3Sr) states. The rate I’(J/t+h -+ 717) obtained in our approach is in agree- 

ment with the experiment (cf. (43b) and (44)), es p ecially the ratio R, defined in 

(47) tests exclusively the soft-gluon emission dynamics in our approach and our 

prediction (48) fits the experimental (49) fairly well. The result is encouraging. 

We would like to point out that the physical picture of J/$ + 7 + 7 in Ref. 9 

is similar to ours. The differences between the two approaches are: 

1. The mechanism serves as a phenomenological model in Ref. 9, while in our 

approach it is the consequence of our general formula (25). 

2. In Ref. 9 only the contributions of the n = 1 and n = 2 $(n3Sr) states 

are taken into account and the relative strengths of these contributions are 

taken from an assumption, while in our approach the relative strengths of all 

+(n3SI) contributions are calculated from the soft-gluon emission dynamics 

in the framework of our generalized QCD multipole expansion. (See, for 

example, the results listed in Table 1.) 

Therefore our calculation is more closely related to QCD. 
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Our calculation also shows that the mechanism shown in Fig l(a) is not es- 

* sential in J/t+4 + 7 + TO. The decay J/t,b + y + ?y” is dominated by a different 

mechanism J/T) -t p”* + w” + 7 + 1’. --. 

There are still some effects we have not considered in this paper. For example, 

coupled channel effects (state mixing and continuous spectrum contribution to the 

intermediate states), relativistic corrections, etc. We do note expect that these 

_ corrections will affect the main conclusions of this paper. They will be considered 

elsewhere. 

- 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1) Examples of three different kinds of diagrams in J/+ + 7 + T(x’). The solid 

line, wavy line, spiral line and dashed line denote c-quark, photon, gluon, 

and 77 or w”, respectively. Every gluon or photon can be emitted by both c 

and Z. 
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